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Flexible polytriphenylamine-based cathodes with reinforced energy-
storage capacity for high-performance sodium-ion batteries

Lulu Mo1, Gangyong Zhou1, Peng Ge3*, Yue-E Miao1* and Tianxi Liu1,2*

ABSTRACT Owing to the excellent redox reversibility and
structural diversity, polytriphenylamine (PTPAn) has been
regarded as one of the promising cathode candidates for so-
dium-ion batteries. However, it still suffers from the bulk
aggregation and low operating capacity in practical applica-
tions. Assisted by the in-situ polymerization, leaf-like PTPAn
nanosheets are uniformly introduced on the surface of carbon
nanofibers (CNFs) to form the free-standing CNF@PTPAn
composite electrodes. Interestingly, the formation mechanism
of the leaf-on-branch structure of CNF@PTPAn composites is
systematically explored, confirming that the controlling of
oxidation rate and growth degree plays crucial roles in tuning
the morphology and active material content of the composite
electrodes. Supported by the capacity-cutting analysis, the
effective coupling between the active PTPAn and conductive
CNFs can provide fast electron/ion-shuttling channels and
deepen the electrochemical reaction process. At 50mAg−1, the
capacity of the optimized CNF@PTPAn composite can reach
105mAhg−1, with a stable rate capability of 78mAhg−1 even
at 400mAg−1 after 500 cycles in a half cell. The detailed kinetic
analysis confirms that the ion-storage behaviors in the low-
voltage region can be tailored for the improved capacitive
contribution and diffusion coefficients. Meanwhile, the flex-
ible CNF-based full cell with CNF@PTPAn as the cathode and
CNFs as the anode exhibits a high energy density of
60Whkg−1 at 938Wkg−1. Based on this, the rational design is
expected to provide more possibilities to obtain advanced free-
standing electrode systems.

Keywords: polytriphenylamine, carbon nanofibers, electrospin-
ning, organic cathode, flexible sodium-ion batteries

INTRODUCTION
Attracted by the abundant and low-cost sodium (Na) resources,
sodium-ion batteries (SIBs) have been regarded as a promising
candidate compared with lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) [1,2].
Nevertheless, they still suffer from the slow kinetics owing to the
larger Na radius [3]. Especially, the cathode materials play vital
roles in the sodium-storage capabilities of full cells [4,5].
Therefore, exploring advanced cathode materials with both
high-rate properties and remarkable durability is of vital

importance for SIBs. Some significant progress has been gained
on developing advanced cathode materials, including inorganic
compounds (e.g., NaMnO2, Na3V2(PO4)3), small organic mole-
cules (e.g., Na4C8H2O6, PTCDA) and polymers (e.g., polyimides,
polyaniline) [6–10]. Among them, inorganic compounds and
small-organic molecules are limited by their rigid lattices and
high solubility in electrolyte, respectively [11,12]. Fortunately,
owing to the merits of open ionic channels and low solubility,
polymers have captured numerous attentions, which can deliver
stable cyclability and high-rate capability [13–15]. In particular,
polytriphenylamine (PTPAn), as a typical conjugated conduct-
ing polymer with the unique anion-storage mechanism which is
irrespective of the cation nature (Li+, Na+ and K+), has been
actively investigated as a promising cathode material for SIBs
with a considerable theoretical capacity of 109mAh g−1 [16–19].
However, the bulk PTPAn electrode suffers from the issues of
inevitable agglomeration and poor electronic conductivity,
which lead to its low utilization ratio, insufficient delivery
capacity and poor rate capability in practical applications.
To address the above problems, one of the effective strategies

is to design favorable polymer molecular structure and mor-
phology. Chen et al. [20] reported an interesting micro-/meso-
porous structure of PTPAn-derivatives with facilitated
electrolyte penetration and sufficient active sites, which exhib-
ited a reversible capacity of 123mAh g−1 in LIBs. Another effi-
cient strategy is to combine PTPAn with carbon nanomaterials
to obtain composite electrodes with largely improved electronic
conductivity, such as PTPAn/carbon nanotube (CNT) compo-
sites [21] and PTPAn/active carbon composites [22]. Never-
theless, many studies mainly focus on PTPAn-powder
electrodes, which involve a complicated electrode preparation
process for the practical applications. Typically, electrically
insulating binders and current collectors need to be incorpo-
rated, which inevitably reduce the whole battery capacity
[23,24]. Therefore, free-standing PTPAn-based cathodes with
good dispersion and high conductivity are highly desirable for
high-performance SIBs.
Inspired by the leaf-on-branch structure of plants, the fully

exposed leaves absorb CO2 and solar energy for efficient pho-
tosynthesis, while the branches effectively transport the essential
nutrients and H2O [25,26]. Herein, carbon nanofibers (CNFs)
have been employed as the supporting branches to construct the
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flexible CNF@PTPAn composite cathode with leaf-on-branch
structures for SIBs, which rationally combines the electrospin-
ning technique and in-situ polymerization processes. Profiting
from the effective utilization of active PTPAn and high con-
ductivity of CNFs, the engineered electrode demonstrates fast
electron/ion transport and enhanced electrochemical reaction
process. It exhibits an initial capacity of 105mAh g−1 at
50mAg−1 and stable rate capability for 500 cycles even at
400mAg−1 in SIBs. Moreover, the flexible CNF@PTPAn//CNF
full cell displays a high energy density of 60Whkg−1 at
938Wkg−1, being a promising candidate for the flexible sodium-
ion storage devices.

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

Materials
p-Phenylenediamine (PDA), pyromellitic dianhydride (PMDA),
triphenylamine (TPAn), H2SO4 and FeCl3 (AR grade) were
obtained from aladdin. N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF),
methanol and CHCl3 were purchased from Sinopharm Chemical
Regent. All these chemicals were used as received without fur-
ther purification except otherwise noted.

Synthesis of CNF@PTPAn composite fiber membranes
The CNF@PTPAn composites with a three-dimensional (3D)
network structure were synthesized by in-situ polymerization of
TPAn on the flexible carbon nanofiber membranes. First, the
flexible carbon nanofiber membrane was prepared through the
electrospinning and carbonization process. Typically, 0.1mol of
PDA, 0.1mol of PMDA and 30mL of DMF were added into a
flask with magnetic stirring at room temperature. Then, the
polyamide acid (PAA) precursor was obtained via polymeriza-
tion of the reaction mixture at 0°C for 12 h under N2 atmo-
sphere. Subsequently, the PAA solution was transferred into a
10-mL plastic syringe with a stainless-steel needle of 21-gauge
blunt-tip and pushed by a positive voltage of 20 kV with a flow
rate of 0.1mmmin−1. Meanwhile, the distance between the
needle and Al-foil collector was about 20 cm. The as-spun PAA
fiber membrane was removed from the Al-foil and dried at 60°C
for 12 h in air atmosphere. Then, the dried PAA fiber membrane
was imidized at 300°C for 2 h in N2 atmosphere to form poly-
imide (PI) membrane, and subsequently carbonized at 1000°C
for 2 h with a heating rate of 5°C min−1 to obtain the flexible
CNF membrane.
The CNF@PTPAn composite membranes were prepared

using a modified chemical oxidative method according to pre-
vious reports [27,28]. TPAn monomer (6mmol) was dissolved
in 50mL of CHCl3 with magnetic stirring. Then, CNF slices were
immersed in the solution for 30min to allow for sufficient
wetting. After that, 12mmol of FeCl3 (molar ratio = 2:1 to
TPAn) were added to induce the in-situ polymerization of TPAn
at 50°C for 8 h in N2 atmosphere. The reaction products were
poured into methanol to precipitate and then washed with
methanol and deionized water, and finally dried in vacuum at
60°C for 12 h to obtain the CNF@PTPAn-1 composite mem-
brane. Meanwhile, CNF@PTPAn-2 and CNF@PTPAn-3 com-
posite membranes were obtained with different molar ratios (4:1
and 6:1) between FeCl3 and TPAn, respectively. Besides,
CNF@PTPAn-2A and CNF@PTPAn-2A′ composite membranes
were acquired by changing the added contents (3 and 8mmol) of
TPAn at a fixed FeCl3:TPAn ratio of 4:1. For comparison, the

pure PTPAn powder was synthesized in the absence of CNFs via
the above similar procedure with a fixed FeCl3:TPAn ratio of 4:1
and TPAn content of 6mmol.

Characterizations
Fourier transform infrared (FT-IR) spectra of the prepared
samples were recorded on a Thermo Fisher Nicolet6700 FT-IR
spectrometer with KBr pellets. X-ray diffraction (XRD) data of
the obtained products were acquired by a Rigaku
D/Max2550VB+/PC X-ray diffractometer with Cu-Kα radiation.
Raman spectra were carried out on a Renishaw inVia-Reflex
spectrometer with a 532-nm laser line. Solid state 13C nuclear
magnetic resonance (13C NMR) was performed on a Bruker
Avance 400 spectrometer at 101MHz. Morphologies of the as-
synthesized products were studied by a JEOL JSM-7001F field-
emission scanning electron microscope (FESEM). The X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) measurements were per-
formed by a Thermo ESCALAB 250Xi spectrometer. Tensile
tests were performed using a SUNS UTM2102 machine with a
strain rate of 2mmmin−1. Contact angle measurements were
conducted using the OCA40 Micro Contact Angle Meter at
room temperature using the liquid electrolyte of 1mol L–1

NaClO4 in ethylene carbonate (EC) and dimethyl carbonate
(DMC) (1:1, by volume ratio) with 5 wt% fluoroethylene car-
bonate (FEC) as the additive. The average electrical conductivity
of the membranes was tested by a four-point probe method
using an RTS-8 four-probe meter. Brunauer-Emmett-Teller
(BET) specific surface area was measured by an ASAP 2020
analyzer based on the N2 adsorption-desorption isotherms.

Electrochemical measurements
The as-prepared CNF@PTPAn composite membranes can be
directly used as the cathode without additional conductive car-
bon, binder and current collector. The mass loading of active
PTPAn in the CNF@PTPAn composite membranes were mea-
sured by the mass difference between CNFs and CNF@PTPAn
membranes after in-situ polymerization reactions. For compar-
ison, the conventional casting electrode of PTPAn powder was
also prepared, which was signed as PTPAn-C. Typically, the
powder PTPAn (60 wt%), super P (30 wt%) and polyvinylidene
fluoride (PVDF) binder (10 wt%) were mixed in 1-methyl-2-
pyrrolidinone (NMP) into slurry, coated on Al foil, and then
dried at 80°C in vacuum to remove the solvent. The specific
mass loading of active materials for different samples was pro-
vided in Table S1.
CR2032 coin cells were assembled in an argon-filled glove box

(Mikrouna Universal) with glass fiber as the separator and
1mol L–1 NaClO4 in EC/DMC (1:1, by volume ratio) with 5 wt%
FEC as the electrolyte. For the half cell assembly, sodium metal
was used as the counter-electrode. Galvanostatic charge-dis-
charge (GCD) measurements were performed using LAND-
CT2001A battery test instrument between 2.0 and 4.0V. The
cyclic voltammetry (CV) and electrochemical impedance spec-
troscopy (EIS) tests were recorded by a CHI660E electro-
chemical workstation in the voltage range of 2.5–4.0V at
different scan rates and in the frequency range from 100 kHz to
10mHz with a voltage amplitude of ± 5 mV at open circuit
voltage, respectively.
In full cells, CNF was used as the anode. Before the electrodes

were assembled into full cells, both of CNF@ PTPAn-2 and CNF
electrodes were processed for three charge/discharge cycles in
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half cells to avoid cycling activation and irreversible capacity loss
[29]. The CNF@PTPAn//CNF full cell was assembled based on
the mass ratio of 0.6:1 between the CNF anode and PTPAn
cathode. The electrochemical performance was evaluated in the
voltage range of 0.01–3.5V. All electrochemical tests were con-
ducted at room temperature.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Physical-chemical properties of CNF@PTPAn composite
membranes
The CNF@PTPAn composite membranes, with an ideal leaf-on-
branch structure, were prepared by the in-situ polymerization of
PTPAn on CNFs as shown in Fig. 1a. First, the CNF membrane
with unique 3D fibrous network and high conductivity was
facilely obtained through the combination of electrospinning
and carbonization [30,31]. Then, TPAn monomer molecules
were adsorbed on the exposed surface sites of CNFs and further
polymerized into the active PTPAn through the chemical poly-
merization processes schemed in Fig. S1. The solid-state 13C
NMR spectrum of PTPAn displays main characteristic bands of
aromatic region at 146.61, 135.11, 127.38 and 124.38 ppm,
indicating a systematic shift compared with those of the TPAn
monomer (Fig. 1b). In the XRD patterns (Fig. 1c), the TPAn
monomer shows a series of strong crystal diffraction peaks. After

polymerization, there is only one main broad peak at about 2θ =
20° for the as-prepared PTPAn, demonstrating its amorphous
structure [28]. For the CNF@PTPAn composite membrane, two
weak broad bands located around 2θ = 20° and 25° are observed,
which are ascribed to the amorphous PTPAn and CNFs,
respectively [32]. To further confirm the detailed structure of
PTPAn in the CNF@PTPAn composite, Raman spectra were
carried out. As shown in Fig. 1d, there are obvious absorption
changes from the TPAn monomer to PTPAn polymer. The
typical peaks at 996 and 1025 cm–1, assigned to the mono-sub-
stituted rings of TPAn, disappear while the characteristic peaks
derived from C=C ring stretching, C–N stretching and C–H
bending vibration of benzenoid rings shift to 1600, 1300 and
1115 cm−1, respectively, indicating the formation of PTPAn
[33,34]. In addition, the bare CNF membrane shows two typical
peaks at 1352 cm−1 (D-band) and 1588 cm−1 (G-band), corre-
sponding to the disordered graphite structure and the E2g
vibration of graphitic carbon with a sp2 electronic configuration,
respectively [35]. Nevertheless, the characteristic peaks of CNFs
are not observed in the CNF@PTPAn composite membrane,
which may be because that the surface of CNFs is covered by
PTPAn with high-intensity Raman responses. Moreover, the FT-
IR spectrum of CNF@ PTPAn shows a series of peaks at 1592,
1490, 1324 and 1277 cm−1 (Fig. 1e), which are attributed to the
C=C ring stretching, C–C stretching, C–H bending and C–N

Figure 1 (a) Schematic illustration of the preparation process for CNF@PTPAn composite membrane. (b) 13C NMR spectra of TPAn monomer and PTPAn
powder. (c) XRD patterns, (d) Raman spectra and (e) FT-IR spectra of TPAn monomer, PTPAn, CNFs and CNF@PTPAn. (f) Design concept of CNF@PTPAn
composite membrane.
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stretching of TPAn, respectively. Simultaneously, a new peak
appears at 819 cm−1 in the C–H out-of-plane vibrations region,
indicating that the structural unit of TPAn is connected by para-
substituted benzene rings to form PTPAn [16,36]. These results
further confirm that PTPAn has been successfully grown on
CNFs by rational design. Similar to the photosynthesis of plants,
the bio-inspired CNF@PTPAn composite membrane could be
an ideal structure as the free-standing cathode for high-perfor-
mance SIBs. As shown in Fig. 1f, the exposed PTPAn-leaves can
capture plenty of ions, while CNF-branches provide effective
electronic channels, thus endowing the favorable high electron
and ion conductivity.
For the practical applications of the as-resulted composite

membrane, the electrolyte wettability and mechanical property
were investigated. As shown in Fig. S2a, the electrolyte contact
angle of CNF@PTPAn membrane is about 16.3°, smaller than
that of the casting PTPAn-C electrode (33.5°), confirming the
better electrolyte wettability of CNF@PTPAn, which results
from the particular 3D network structure of CNFs. Meanwhile,
the specific surface area of CNF@PTPAn is detected as
33.03m2 g−1 (Fig. S2b, c), rendering its enhanced penetration in
the electrolyte [37,38]. The electrical conductivity of the PTPAn-
C electrode, CNF and CNF@PTPAn composite membranes were
further explored (Fig. S3). With a high calcination temperature
over 1000°C, the as-prepared CNF membrane shows an excellent
conductivity of 4.6 S cm−1 as the conductive support for PTPAn.
As expected, the conductivity of CNF@PTPAn still maintains
2 S cm−1 which is much higher than that of the casting PTPAn-C
electrode (0.36 S cm−1), giving rise to the faster charger transfer
[39]. From the mechanical analysis (Fig. S4), good structural
stability and high flexibility are found for the CNF membrane,
which reaches a maximal tensile break strength of 1.56MPa with
a tensile strain close to 7.21%. Interestingly, owing to the
introduction of CNFs, the as-resulted CNF@PTPAn composite
membrane also displays a good flexible property with a tensile
break strength of 1.39MPa and tensile strain of 6.17%, further
confirming its potentials in advanced flexible energy-storage
fields.

Morphological optimization of CNF@PTPAn composite
membranes
Considering the effect of morphology on electrochemical
properties, the detailed structural evolution of CNF@PTPAn was
investigated (Fig. 2). Through the controlling of molar ratio of
oxidant/monomer (FeCl3:TPAn), a series of CNF@PTPAn
composite membranes were prepared. Interestingly, the CNF
membrane displays a 3D network structure with fiber diameter
of 200–400 nm (Fig. 2a), where the existing sites on the CNF
surface are beneficial to the growth of PTPAn-leaves. After
polymerization reactions, different morphologies of PTPAn-
leaves are grown on the CNF-branches with the corresponding
contents of PTPAn given in Table S1. As for CNF@PTPAn-1, a
small content (6 wt%) of spherical-shaped PTPAn are dis-
tributed on the surface of CNFs (Fig. 2b), which may be because
that the polymerization of PTPAn is not incomplete at a low
oxidant/monomer ratio (FeCl3:TPAn = 2:1). When the FeCl3:
TPAn ratio increases to 4:1, PTPAn nanosheets are densely
coated on the CNF skeletons with a high mass loading of 45 wt%
and randomly assembled into a unique porous structure
(Fig. 2c). However, as the ratio reaches 6:1 (Fig. 2d), PTPAn
nanosheets, with a loading content of only 14 wt% in the

CNF@PTPAn-3 composite, are inclined to self-aggregation,
perhaps due to the too fast polymerization rate. The detailed
formation mechanism of CNF@PTPAn with the leaf-on-branch
structure is proposed in Fig. 2e. The CNF membrane with the
3D network structure is well dispersed in the TPAn monomer
solution, which can effectively adsorb TPAn monomers on the
plentiful sites of CNFs. Then, TPAn monomer molecules are
initiated by the oxidizing agent and first converted into PTPAn
with low polymerization degree (LPD), and gradually form
PTPAn with high polymerization degree (HPD). Finally,
PTPAn-leaves successfully grow on the surface of CNF-branches
with an ideal porous structure, efficiently inhibiting the aggre-
gation of PTPAn particles (Fig. S5) and facilitating the con-
ductivities of electrons and ions.
Subsequently, the cycling stabilities of CNF@PTPAn compo-

site cathodes at 50mAg−1 in the voltage range of 2.0–4.0V are
exhibited in Fig. 2f. Obviously, the CNF membrane as the
cathode does not contribute to the capacity, only playing the role
of supporting the PTPAn-leaves and providing electron pathway
for CNF@PTPAn composite cathodes. All the CNF@PTPAn
composites exhibit similar shapes of charge/discharge curves
with a quite high voltage of ~3.6V, indicating the doping/
dedoping reactions of the active PTPAn [16]. In addition, the
discharge capacities of CNF@PTPAn-1, CNF@PTPAn-2 and
CNF@PTPAn-3 are about 114, 95 and 78mAh g−1 at the 1st
cycle (Fig. 2g), respectively. After 100 cycles, their capacities can
be kept at 75, 91 and 71mAh g−1 (Fig. 2h). Notably, the
CNF@PTPAn-2 cathode not only demonstrates a high initial
discharge capacity but also a considerably good cycle stability,
which may be ascribed to the ideal morphology feature at the
optimal oxidant/monomer ratio of 4:1. The capacity of
CNF@PTPAn-1 has a rapid fading along with the charge/dis-
charge cycling, owing to the instability of active PTPAn obtained
under the low degree of polymerization at the low oxidant ratio.
When the oxidant ratio is too high, the self-aggregation of
PTPAn leads to its partial falling from the carbon nanofibers and
disconnection of the effective electron pathway in the
CNF@PTPAn-3 cathode, which results in the low utilization and
capacity contribution of PTPAn.
Given the optimal oxidant/monomer ratio, another factor of

TPAn monomer concentration was investigated (Fig. S6). With
the increasing dosage of TPAn from 3, 6 to 8mmol, the size of
PTPAn-leaves becomes larger (Fig. S6a−d), while the mass
loading of PTPAn in CNF@PTPAn gradually rises from 32, 45
to 60 wt%. Interestingly, PTPAn still keeps sheet-like mor-
phology, indicating the monomer concentration mainly affects
the active material content in CNF@PTPAn composites. Then,
the cycling performances of CNF@PTPAn-2 with different mass
loadings of PTPAn were evaluated (Fig. S6e). It can be observed
that the capacities of all the electrodes show an obvious increase
during the first few cycles, which may be ascribed to their
electrochemical activation process. After about five cycles, the
discharge capacities of CNF@PTPAn-2A, CNF@PTPAn-2,
CNF@PTPAn-2A′ reach 109, 105 and 94mAh g−1, respectively.
However, along with cycling, the capacity of CNF@PTPAn-2A
(TPAn = 3mmol) exhibits obvious decay, in which the grown
PTPAn-leaves are inadequate and could not self-assemble into
stable porous structure, leading to the damage of electrode
structure during the long charge/discharge process. Therefore,
the morphological structure and active material mass are opti-
mal with the oxidant ratio of 4:1 and TPAn dosage of 6mmol for
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CNF@PTPAn-2, where PTPAn nanosheets are stable and uni-
form on the surface of CNFs. For comparison, the capacity of
the casting PTPAn-C is obtained to be only 80mAh g−1 after 100
cycles (Fig. S6f). In contrast, the CNF@PTPAn-2 electrode
exhibits improved reversible capacity and cycling stability with
91mAh g−1 after 100 cycles (Fig. S6g), suggesting that the free-
standing CNF@PTPAn-2 electrode with ideal structure can serve
as an effective cathode for SIBs.
The rate performance of the free-standing CNF@PTPAn-2

cathode was also evaluated. As shown in Fig. 3a, the

CNF@PTPAn-2 cathode delivers excellent reversible capacities
at various current densities and still keeps 97mAh g−1 even at
400mAg−1, much higher than that of PTPAn-C (80mAh g−1).
In Fig. 3b and c, with the increase of current densities, the
charge/discharge curves of CNF@PTPAn-2 exhibit much smal-
ler changes than those of PTPAn-C, indicating its superior rate
capability. Moreover, by using the initial capacity at 50mAg−1 as
the standard value, the capacity retention of CNF@PTPAn-2
maintains around 92% at 400mAg−1, much higher than that of
PTPAn-C (85%) (Fig. 3d). Compared with the capacity of

Figure 2 SEM images at different magnifications for (a) bare CNFs, (b) CNF@PTPAn-1 (2:1), (c) CNF@PTPAn-2 (4:1) and (d) CNF@PTPAn-3 (6:1).
(e) The in-situ growth mechanism of PTPAn on CNFs. (f) Comparison of cycling performance, and the corresponding voltage curves at the (g) 1st, (h) 100th
cycles for the CNF@PTPAn electrodes.
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CNF@PTPAn-2, PTPAn-C has a large capacity loss of 18% at
400mAg−1 (Fig. 3e), which further confirms the excellent rate
capability of CNF@PTPAn-2. From the charge/discharge curves
of the two electrodes at 400mAg−1 (Fig. 3f), it can be clearly
observed that the potential gap of CNF@ PTPAn-2 (0.26V) is
smaller than that of PTPAn-C (0.55V), indicating its fast elec-
trochemical-kinetics. According to the previous studies, the
capacity of PTPAn is primarily derived from the electrochemical
reaction in the range of 4.0−3.35V. To give insight into the
reason for the improved capacity in CNF@PTPAn-2, the dis-
charge capacity contribution was calculated by cutting capacity
analysis (Fig. 3g). It can be found that with the increasing cur-
rent densities from 50 to 400mAg−1, the discharge capacity
contribution of CNF@PTPAn-2 shows a small decrease from
86.9% to 81.5%. Notably, at the high current density of
400mAg−1, the discharge capacity contribution of
CNF@PTPAn-2 (81.5%) is still higher than that of the PTPAn-C
electrode (79.1%), which suggests that the maximum electro-
chemical reaction could be induced by the rapid ion/electron
transfer in CNF@PTPAn-2 with the unique leaf-on-branch
structure. Impressed by the excellent rate capability of
CNF@PTPAn-2 at stepwise current rates, its high-rate cycling
performance was further evaluated. As presented in Fig. 3h, even
at a high current density of 400mAg−1, CNF@PTPAn-2 still
remains a capacity of 78mAh g−1 after 500 cycles. By the

detection of the platforms from the 300th to 310th cycle (the
inset of Fig. 3h), the charge/discharge process can complete
within just about 26min, demonstrating the fast charge transfer.
Moreover, the higher rate performances of CNF@PTPAn-2 and
PTPAn-C were further tested at 1200mAg−1 (Fig. S7).
Obviously, CNF@PTPAn-2 still shows a high reversible capacity
of 89mAh g−1 and remains 74mAh g−1 with a corresponding
capacity retention ratio of 83% after 500 cycles, which is much
better than those of PTPAn-C (56mAh g−1, 78%). The above
electrochemical tests demonstrate that the CNF@PTPAn-2
cathode has an excellent electrochemical performance, com-
pared with most of the previous reports on polymer cathodes as
listed in Table S2.

Detailed kinetic behaviors of CNF@PTPAn cathode
Captured by the excellent electrochemical properties, the
detailed kinetic analysis is necessary for revealing the in-depth
reasons. Fig. 4a shows the CV curves of the electrodes at a scan
rate of 0.5 mV s−1. The CNF@PTPAn-2 cathode presents an
oxidative peak (Peak-1, 3.61V) and two reductive peaks (Peak-2,
3.54V and Peak-3, 3.22V), accompanying with the doping/
dedoping reactions of electrolyte anions into/from PTPAn
polymer chains [17,28]. Notably, the Peak-3 is broadened from
0.19V of PTPAn-C to 0.25V of CNF@PTPAn-2, illustrating the
increased delivery capacity. Generally, the region of Peak-3 at

Figure 3 (a) Rate performance, and the corresponding charge/discharge curves of (b) PTPAn-C and (c) CNF@PTPAn-2 at various current densities.
(d) Comparison of the capacity retention ratios between PTPAn-C and CNF@PTPAn-2. (e) The relative capacities of PTPAn-C/CNF@PTPAn-2.
(f) Comparison of charge/discharge curves between PTPAn-C and CNF@PTPAn-2 at 400mAg−1. (g) Cutting capacity analysis. (h) Cycling performance of
CNF@PTPAn-2 at 400mAg−1.
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the low voltage is regarded as the slow electrochemical reaction
process. In the casting PTPAn-C electrode, the reduction reac-
tion is easy for the active material closing to the current col-
lector, but it is difficult for the residual part due to the long
electron transport pathway. By contrast, the CNF@PTPAn-2
cathode possesses rapid electronic channels provided by CNFs,
which can promote the reduction reaction rate induced by the
sufficient number of electrons. In Fig. S8a and b, with the
increasing of scan rate, the response current becomes higher,
reflecting that the increased redox reactions bring about more
electrons shuttling in the external circuit [40]. According to their
corresponding CV curves at different scan rates (v), the linear
fitting of peak current (ip, from Peak-1 and Peak-2) vs. v1/2 are
obtained (Fig. S8c). As a result, the ion diffusion coefficients (D)
are also calculated based on Equation (1):

i n AD v C=  2.69  ×  10 , (1)p
5 3/2 1/2 1/2

wherein, A, n and C refer to the electrode area, the number of
electrons transferred and the concentration of anion ions in the
electrolyte, respectively. By calculation, the oxidation and
reduction D values of CNF@PTPAn-2 are 8.66 × 10−10 and 2.74
× 10−10 cm2 s−1, respectively, whereas those for PTPAn-C are 4.60
× 10−10 and 2.54 × 10−10 cm2 s−1, respectively. The large D values
for CNF@PTPAn-2 indicate the rapid ion diffusion during the
electrochemical reactions, which can be attributed to the

increased contact area between PTPAn-leaves and electrolyte
ions. Meanwhile, the relative diffusion coefficients (D ClO4

) at
different voltage regions were calculated (Fig. 4b). For the
PTPAn-C electrode (green curve), the D ClO4

value presents
obvious fluctuations, indicating an unstable redox reaction
process. The D ClO4

value of CNF@PTPAn-2 (red curve) is
relative stable with the similar shape to its original CV curve
(blue curve). Notably, the D ClO4

value at ~3.2V shows an
obvious increase and shifts to the low voltage, further demon-
strating the improved electrochemical reaction kinetics from the
advantageous leaf-on-branch structure. According to
Equation (2), the b-value could be obtained to qualitatively
estimate the capacitive contributions and reaction kinetics
[41,42].
i av =  , (2)b

when the b value is close to 0.5, it presents diffusion-controlled
behaviors. When the b value is near 1.0, it indicates fast kinetics
controlled by pseudo-capacitive behaviors. By the linear fitting
of log(i) vs. log(v), the b values of CNF@PTPAn-2 and PTPAn-C
were calculated to be 0.98 and 0.89, respectively (Fig. 4c).
Obviously, the electrochemical properties of active PTPAn are
mainly contributed by the surface pseudo-capacitive behaviors.
Furthermore, the larger b value for CNF@PTPAn suggests the

Figure 4 The kinetics analysis of the CNF@PTPAn cathode. (a) Comparisons of CV curves at a scan rate of 0.5 mV s−1, (b) relative diffusion coefficients and
(c) linear fitting of log(i) vs. log(v) for PTPAn-C and CNF@PTPAn-2. (d) Pseudo-capacitive contribution (pink for CNF@PTPAn-2 and blue for PTPAn-C)
and diffusion-controlled contribution (green) at 2.0 mV s−1. (e) Comparison of pseudo-capacitive contribution ratios with the increasing scan rates between
PTPAn-C and CNF@PTPAn-2. (f) EIS plots, (g) Z′ vs. ω−1/2 plots, and (h) Bode-phase angle plots of PTPAn-C and CNF@PTPAn-2.
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facilitated capacitive kinetics. The capacitive contribution ratio
was further quantitatively calculated by Equations (3 and 4):

i k v k v =   +  , (3)1 2
1/ 2

i v k v k/ =  + . (4)1/ 2
1

1/2
2

In Fig. 4d, the ratio of the pseudo-capacitive contribution for
CNF@PTPAn-2 is 85% at 2.0 mV s−1, higher than that of
PTPAn-C (83.2%). Additionally, the pseudo-capacitive con-
tributions of the electrodes at various scan rates were also cal-
culated. As shown in Fig. 4e and Fig. S8d–i, the pseudo-
capacitive contribution of CNF@PTPAn-2 shows gradual rise
with increasing scan rates, always being higher than those of
PTPAn-C electrode, strongly indicating the excellent rate capa-
city [43].
The detailed interfacial properties of the CNF@PTPAn cath-

ode were further analyzed by EIS. As shown in Fig. 4f, the
Nyquist plots consist of a semicircle in the high-frequency
region and the sloping line in the low-frequency region. It is
related to the charge transfer resistance (Rct) at the electrolyte/
electrode interface and ion diffusion in the solid electrode (Zw),
corresponding to the equivalent circuit diagram in the inset.
After fitting of the plots, Rct of CNF@PTPAn-2 is 120 Ω, much
smaller than that of PTPAn-C (419.6 Ω). Fig. 4g presents the
linear relationship between Z′ and ω−1/2, in which the slope (σ)
could be used to calculate the ion diffusion coefficient value
based on Equations (5–7).

f=  2 , (5)

Z R= + , (6)1/ 2

D R T A n F C=  0.5 / . (7)2 2 2 4 4 2 2

Thus, the D value of CNF@PTPAn-2 was calculated as 3.98 ×
10−10 cm2 s−1, larger than that of the PTPAn-C powder electrode
(1.50 × 10−10 cm2 s−1). These results further confirm the faster
electron/ion transport in CNF@PTPAn-2. Observed from the
Bode-phase angle plot (Fig. 4h), the absolute phase angle of
CNF@PTPAn-2 at 0.01Hz is 41.9°, higher than that of PTPAn-C
(8.8°), indicating the shorter ion diffusion length and lower
electrical resistance [44]. Moreover, the phase angle of −45° is
always regarded as a crucial standard to evaluate the capacitive
behaviors. The corresponding frequencies are 3833 and 317Hz
for CNF@PTPAn-2 and PTPAn-C, respectively. The larger fre-
quency for CNF@PTPAn-2 also reveals the improved rate cap-
ability. According to Equations (8 and 9), the real capacitance
(C′) and imaginary capacitance (C′′) are displayed in Fig. S9a, b.

C Z Z( )  =  ( )  / [ ( )] , (8)2

C Z Z( )  = ( )  / [ ( )] . (9)2

As is known, C′ is related to the feature of the electrode/
electrolyte interface [45]. For the function curve of C′ versus
frequency, at the low frequency, the improved active surface of
electrode is accessible by the electrolyte ions, which will result in
a large real capacitance. At a low frequency of 0.01Hz, the
CNF@PTPAn-2 electrode shows a higher C′ (33.4 F g−1), about
seven times that of PTPAn-C (4.4 F g−1), indicating its better
energy-storage ability. With the increase of frequency, the C′
values of CNF@PTPAn-2 have a sharp decline. At 0.03Hz, C′ of
the CNF@PTPAn-2 electrode retains 40% of its maximum
capacitance, while the retention of PTPAn-C electrode is only

24%. Compared with PTPAn-C, the decreasing rate of C′ for
CNF@PTPAn-2 is relatively slow, suggesting the fast ion-diffu-
sion rate on the surface. Hence, the enlarged contact area
between the electrode and electrolyte is beneficial to deepening
the capacity reaction with improved utilization of active PTPAn
materials. Moreover, the relatively large C′′ (37.2 F g−1) was
observed for CNF@PTPAn-2, further demonstrating its faster
surface reactions. In Fig. S9c, the admittance plots are detected.
The highest point (−Y′′) of CNF@PTPAn-2 is obtained as 0.55 S,
also higher than that of PTPAn-C (0.04 S), indicating the
superior electronic conductivity [46].

Structural stability of the free-standing CNF@PTPAn cathode
The electroactive PTPAn, with open chain structure and fast
doping/dedoping anion reaction mechanism (Fig. S10a), has
been regarded as a promising cathode for high-power SIBs. The
electrochemical reaction mechanism of CNF@PTPAn was
explored by ex-situ FT-IR analysis on the electrodes at different
charge/discharge states (Fig. S10b). Fig. S10c shows two peaks at
1592 and 1550 cm–1 of CNF@PTPAn when charged to 4.0V,
indicating two kinds of C=C ring stretching which are assigned
to the typical semi-quinoid structure in PTPAn [36]. In addition,
the characteristic peak from the C–N region has a small shift to
the lower wavenumber while a broad peak at about 1100 cm–1 is
ascribed to the ClO4 anion, implying the formation of N ClO+

4
in PTPAn [10]. At the full discharged state of 2.0 V,
CNF@PTPAn displays the similar FT-IR spectrum to its pristine
state, demonstrating the complete reversible ClO4 anion release
from PTPAn. Generally, the efficient charge transfer is crucial to
redox reactions. As is known, the traditional casting PTPAn-C
electrode, with bulk PTPAn particles and long electron pathway,
would cause low utilization of the active PTPAn and adverse
polarization, thus bringing about insufficient redox reactions.
Inspired by the photosynthesis of plants, the unique leaf-on-
branch structure can provide rapid electron and ion transport,
which will contribute to the excellent structural stability of
CNF@PTPAn during long cycling. First, the PTPAn-leaves
grown on CNF-branch could improve their contact area with the
electrolyte and expose more electroactive sites. Second, the CNF
core with good conductivity can ensure the rapid electron
migration during the redox reaction process. Third, the favor-
able electrolyte wettability enables fast anion (ClO4) doping/
dedoping. As a result, the leaf-on-branch structure is kept well
after 100 cycles at the current density of 50mAg−1, in which
PTPAn nanosheets are still firmly anchored on the CNF
(Fig. S11). This is ascribed to the stable coupling effect between
CNF and PTPAn through π–π interactions [47,48], which is
confirmed by XPS results (Fig. S12).

Electrochemical performance of flexible sodium-ion full cell
To further explore the practical application of the CNF@PTPAn
cathode, the flexible full cell of CNF@PTPAn//CNF was
assembled by directly using CNF@PTPAn-2 membrane as the
cathode and CNF membrane as the anode (Fig. 5a). With good
mechanical strength and high conductivity, the free-standing
CNF anode delivers stable specific discharge capacities for the
half cell (Fig. S13). Moreover, it is chosen as the substrate
material to improve the electrochemical properties of PTPAn
cathode with fast ion/electron migration. Therefore, the full cell
shows sloping voltage curves at different current densities from
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0.01 to 3.5V with excellent reversibility (Fig. 5b). The
CNF@PTPAn-2 electrode in the full cell exhibits the discharge
capacities of 74.7, 60.3, 51.4, 44.0 and 37.8mAh g−1 at the cur-
rent densities of 100, 200, 400, 800 and 1600mAg−1, respectively
(Fig. 5c). Based on the total mass of active materials, the energy
and power densities of the CNF@PTPAn//CNF full cell are
obtained from the discharge curves (Fig. S14). As shown in
Fig. 5d, the specific energy of the full cell reaches 92Whkg−1 at
the power density of 123Wkg−1 (100mAg−1), while a maximum
power density of 1830Wkg−1 (1600mAg−1) can be achieved
with the energy density of 44Whkg−1, much higher than those

of many recently reported sodium-ion storage devices [49–52].
Moreover, the flexible full cell can successfully make a light

emitting diode (LED) lamp lighted under different conditions of
flat (Fig. 5e) and bending (Fig. 5f) states, implying its promising
applications for flexible devices. Especially, the full cell still keeps
a capacity of 33.5mAh g−1 at the high current density of
800mAg−1 with a coulombic efficiency of 99% after 300 cycles,
corresponding to the energy density of 60Wh kg−1 at the power
density of 938Wkg−1 (Fig. 5g). Thus, the CNF@PTPAn//CNF
full cell demonstrates good energy storage performances and
promising applications in the advanced flexible devices.

Figure 5 Electrochemical performance of the CNF@PTPAn//CNF full cell. (a) Schematic illustration of the flexible full cell assembled with CNF@PTPAn as
the cathode and CNFs as the anode. (b) Charge/discharge curves and (c) rate performances of the cell at different current densities in the voltage range of
0.01–3.5V. (d) Ragone plots of this work compared with the representative sodium-ion storage devices in literature. Photographs of the flexible full cell that
light up an LED lamp at (e) flat and (f) bending states. (g) Long cycling performance of the cell at the current density of 800mAg−1.
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CONCLUSIONS
In summary, the leaf-on-branch like CNF@PTPAn composite
membranes were fabricated via the simple electrospinning and
in-situ polymerization processes to behave as free-standing
cathodes for high-performance SIBs. Meanwhile, the formation
mechanism of PTPAn-leaf grown on CNF-branch was system-
atically explored. The tailored CNF@PTPAn composites possess
the favorable electrolyte wettability, large electroactive surface
area and high electronic conductivity, leading to rapid kinetics
and enhanced electrochemical reaction process. As a result, the
optimized CNF@PTPAn cathode exhibits a high reversible
capacity of 105mAh g−1 at the current density of 50mAg−1 and
excellent rate capability of 78mAh g−1 even at a high current
density of 400mAg−1 after 500 cycles in the half cell. When
paired with the CNF anode, the flexible CNF@PTPAn//CNF full
cell could achieve a high energy density of 60Whkg−1 at the
power density of 938Wkg−1.
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原位聚合法构筑柔性聚三苯胺正极材料助力高性能
钠离子电池
莫璐璐1, 周刚勇1, 葛鹏3*, 缪月娥1*, 刘天西1,2*

摘要 聚三苯胺(PTPAn)因具有优异的氧化还原可逆性和结构多样性,
被认为是极有前景的钠离子电池正极材料之一. 然而, 在实际应用中,
大块体的PTPAn材料仍存在团聚和工作容量低的问题. 本文通过原位
聚合法将树叶状的PTPAn纳米片均匀地生长在碳纳米纤维(CNFs)表
面, 构建了一种自支撑的CNF@PTPAn复合电极. 本文还系统探索了
CNF@PTPAn复合材料中枝叶结构的形成机理, 证实了原位反应的氧
化速率和生长程度对调控复合电极的形貌及其活性物质含量起了关键
作用. 通过截止容量分析发现, PTPAn活性材料与导电CNFs之间的高
效复合可以提供快速的电子/离子传输通道, 有助于增强电极的深度电
化学反应过程. 由优化后的CNF@PTPAn复合材料所组装的钠离子半
电池具有高比容量和稳定的倍率性能. 在50 mA g−1的电流密度下可达
105 mA h g−1, 甚至在400 mA g−1的高电流密度下循环500圈后仍能保持
78 mA h g−1的比容量. 动力学分析证明, 通过调控材料在低电压区域的
离子存储行为,可以有效提升其电容主导的容量贡献和扩散系数.同时,
以CNF@PTPAn为正极和CNFs为负极组装的柔性CNF基全电池, 在
938W kg−1功率密度下表现出60W h kg−1的高能量密度. 基于此, 该设
计有望为获得先进的自支撑电极体系提供更多的可能性.
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